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Dr. Timmerman is a 1970 graduate of University of Georgia, and has 

practiced in Aiken since graduating.  He opened Aiken Veterinary Clinic in 

1972.  Dr. Timmerman married his wife Colleen in 1971.  They have two 

children and three grandchildren.  He enjoys veterinary medicine, hunting, 

golf, spending time with his grandchildren, and the Clemson Tigers! 

He has developed a laser blog in google and only Erchonia laser owners can 

participate.  There is no charge and if you would like to join this group, please 

email Dr. Timmerman at chartimm@bellsouth.net and let him know Penny 

with Erchonia referred you and you own a laser.  He will send you the link.  

Here are just a few examples of what people discuss with regards to results 

with the Erchonia laser….. 
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Hi everyone:  
 
I've treated two miniature Schnauzers for Schnauzer Comedone Syndrome. I  
used the human frequency of 778 as well as 9 and 16. The results were  
amazing with resolution after 2 treatments. I was wondering if anyone has  
used the 778 frequency at all for this purpose?  
 
Thanks  
 
 
Jeff Grognet, DVM & Louise Janes, DVM  
Mid-Isle Veterinary Hospital  
Qualicum Beach, BC  
Canada  
Low Level Laser Therapy Practitioners  

 

We had a very overweight King Cavilair Spaniel that was having laryngeal 
problems--did not want to walk,etc--basically just stayed out with very loud 
breathing. Did 13 series laser treatments  with settings 4/33/60/151  ;  9/16/42/53  ; 
111/59/1260/20.5  and  4/33/60/151  ; 4 151/16/33  ; 15.99/45.2/11/279   all with base 
station.  after series dog is back to walking and doing things he used to do as a 
pup :)  owners very happy 
  Case 2  
A dachound came in that had been stomped by a horse--down in back, not abel o 
stand  or urinate on his own. radiographically had 2 fracture in vertebral column-- 
distal front portiono f L 4 and an oblique cfracture of distal L5 with displacement 
:( 
started 13 seris treatment with 4/33/60/151 ; 
45/9/4/53  ;9/16/1260/465  and   4/33/60/151  ; 151/1151/153/454  ;' 9/16/42/53   with 
base station.  improvement noted after 6-7 treatments and after 11 treatments 
owner says is running and doesn't think he needs anymore :) 
  
Doesn’t it feel great to be able to "cure"   some things without drugs 
--  
charlie timmemran 
www.aikenvet.com 
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